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FOREWORD
The Messbaris, or traditional boarding houses in Kolkata, are in a state of rapid decay. In
Calcutta’s cultural and economic heyday in the early and mid-20th century,
the messbaris provided much-needed affordable accommodation in the city for young
bachelors, many of whom would go on to become famous in the fields of literature,
academics, or sciences. The vibrant “Mess-culture” became central to a number of
Bengali novels and inspired Bengali movies. While many of the old boarding houses still
survive, they are often at-risk structures that face demolition, which makes recording
them imperative.

While working on our first Sutanuti Diaries episode on Kolkata’s old messbaris, we
realized that no tangible record of the location and history of the boarding houses exist.
The objective of the current project is to create just that; as a first step to stir public
awareness about the boarding houses and hopefully generate interest in conserving
them. The Messbari Project is also an attempt to question the narrow Bangali-oriented
definition of boarding houses and extends it to look at similar institutions used by other
communities in the city.

The Messbari Project is supervised and funded by Heritage Walk Calcutta and the project
team comprises of three young HWC interns Barshana Basu, Anmol Grover, and
Dipanwita Paul.

- Tathagatha Neogi
Founder, Heritage Walk Calcutta
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INTRODUCTION
A Times of India report dated 25th November 1920 expresses surprise at the curious
development whereby two or more men are seen to be sharing rooms in newly
mushrooming boarding houses in colonial Calcutta. Messbaris, the quintessential
boarding houses, used to be part and parcel of late nineteenth and early to midtwentieth century Kolkata’s checkered past. Incidentally, there exists public
consciousness about the mess culture, aided by a plethora of Bengali literary works and
films. However, there is also a lacuna in public knowledge as to how such establishments
functioned at the ground level. Moreover, the common public consensus also tends to
be that messbaris are vestiges of the past and has been overwhelmingly replaced by
paying guest accommodations. There exists no composite tangible record of Kolkata’s
messbaris. Heritage Walk Calcutta launched the Mess Bari Project to address this paucity
of comprehensive record. In a span of two moths, following training in ethics, research,
and anthropology, we, the three project interns, undertook a mission to come up with
an exhaustive list of boarding houses and thereby went on to survey a 170+ addresses.
At the end of these two productive months, we were able to identify 26 currently
functional messbaris and 27 obsolete ones.

The Messbari Project abided by a clear set of methodologies. We took into account both
empirical data and oral history when it came to jotting down an exhaustive list of
boarding houses in Kolkata in the given period of time. Empirical sources included
examination of governmental and municipal records like street directories and
municipal and police archives We also browsed through old newspaper reports. We
spent hours in archives besides browsing through hundreds of pages of street directories
which date back to as early as 1915. However, while working in the field we realised that
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there exists an inadequacy in such data and this is precisely where oral accounts played
a decisive role. Asking around old neighbourhoods about messbaris led us to at least a
score of boarding houses – both functional ones and obsolete ones. We also looked into
literary sources, especially twentieth century Bengali novels, in hope of discovering
more such boarding houses. The identification of messes went on in tandem with field
trips. Boarders, owners, cooks, gofers, and neighborhood people were interviewed,
pictures were clicked of the buildings and their interiors with due permission. At the end
of each field trip, we filed field reports. The Project reaches its culmination with the
present report whereby such detailed information has been systematically compiled.
However, we would like to acknowledge the fact that there still exists multitude of sociocultural, historical, and economic research areas waiting to be explored in the
mesmerising arena that awaits in Kolkata's messbaris.

Localities in North Kolkata especially yielded a plethora of boarding houses. Walking
down the narrow lanes and by-lanes of College Street area, we discovered how
intrinsically the mess culture was entrenched in the urban para idyll of old Kolkata. What
we realised while working on the project is that neighbourhood people of the older
generations are rich repositories of the city’s past culture and thus, we sensed an
urgency with which Kolkata’s cultural heritage must be preserved. Anecdotes of a
vibrant mess culture might very well not seep through to the next generation of city
dwellers, if not contained in a coherent systematic manner. This is the exact reason why
the project had to be undertaken now, before it’s too late to salvage the accounts of the
vibrant mess culture that Kolkata until recently boasted of.

Messbaris have been an indispensable thread in the fabric of the city’s cultural heritage.
These messes have not only been affordable units of accommodation, but beyond the
5

façade of these inanimate built spaces exists a lively culture of community bonding. Each
individual messbari embodies a unique microcosm in itself. The purpose of the Mess Bari
Project has been to explore not only the monolithic structures that these establishments
are popularly perceived to be, but it goes beyond to unearth the immense cultural
heritage that this institution exemplifies. We have had the opportunity to venture into
the living space of numerous such boarding houses and catch insightful glimpses of the
quotidian lives led by the present boarders. This has enriched our understanding of the
significance of communal living spaces that is nurtured by the messbaris. It is important
to realise that a city’s history is not contained merely in the bare bones of brick and
mortar, rather, the beating heart in the form of lived experiences and culture has a
million tales to tell.

The cultural phenomenon that messbaris were can be traced back to a colonial discourse
that was spearheaded by a crucial policy decision – the introduction of the Permanent
Settlement Act in 1793. A few decades into the nineteenth century, the effect of this
land settlement manifested itself in the form of land subinfeudation, reduced earnings
from agricultural land, and landlessness. These developments catapulted hordes of
young men to the urban threshold in search of Western education and office jobs – both
chained to colonial clock-time. As these men came to the colonial capital, they needed
affordable accommodation. This is when the messbaris of Kolkata started playing a very
important role. Such establishments did not just provide food and shelter at a
reasonable price; they also functioned as a home away from home. Messes replicated
the community life that the boarders had left behind. Often, individual messes would be
inhabited by boarders from a particular locality or district. The exclusive nature of such
messes would be preserved by a system of reference whereby when a boarder left the
accommodation, he would recommend someone from his brethren or locality to be
6

accommodated in the seat that he vacated. Such a system of recommendation is seen
to function in quite a few messes to this day. The geographical exclusivity of messes is
also not a thing of the past. We came across a messbari on 5/1A Madhu Gupta Lane
whereby functionally a single mess is inhabited by two groups of people from Midnapore
and Shantipur having exclusive community living arrangements. It is not surprising that
colonial Calcutta being a cosmopolitan city in the truest sense had migrant population
from across the subcontinent and even from beyond. This ensured that boarding houses
developed for fortune seekers of sundry communities. The 1915 and 1935 street
directories mention boarding houses meant for specific communities like Oriyas,
Goanese, Madrasis (umbrella term in use signifying people hailing from the Southern
part of India), Portuguese, Scottish, Europeans and so on. Certain messes also served
religious communities and thus we find mention of messes for Indian Christians and
Muslims. As the decades furthered, messes segregated on the basis of professions were
also established, examples being doctors’ mess. The abstract idea of messbaris that is
harboured in the Bengali mindscape is that of a living space inhabited exclusively by
Bengali upper-class upper caste Hindu men. This was evidently not the ground reality.
Besides the existence of boarding houses for a multitude of communities, twentieth
century Kolkata also boasted of messes meant for women students and professionals.
The advent of Western education meant that middle class women could venture out in
the urban colonial workspace. Thus, women involved mostly in secretarial, teaching, and
nursing jobs flocked the city and started taking up accommodation in boarding houses.
We were able to trace down a handful of such boarding houses which catered to diverse
regions, religions, communities, and genders. The Mess Bari Project was aimed at
busting this myth of monolithic unidimensional mess culture and bringing forward the
cosmopolitan diversity that such establishments embodied.
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The cultural significance of messbaris can well be fathomed by taking into account the
plethora of references that we find in Bengali films and literature. Cult Bengali movies
including Basanta Bilap, Sare Chuattor, and Saptapadi featured messes in such a manner
that the community spaces emerge as important contributory characters by themselves.
Messbaris’ tryst with films do not end here. Quite a few films including Meghnad Bodh
Rohosyo, Khawto, and the Bollywood venture have been shot in a number of messes like
the Central Calcutta Boarding or Ruby Boarding. Although trying to chart all the literary
works woven around Kolkata’s messes will be a cumbersome task in itself, there’s no
harm in mentioning a few. The entire premise of Premendra Mitra’s Ghana da is
centered around Ghana da’s 72 Banamali Naskar Lane Mess. Narayan Gangopadhyay’s
Ektala, Tarashakar Bandhyopadhyay’s Holi, Rajsekhar Basu’s Birinchibaba, and Amritalal
Basu’s Chatujye-Barujye are all at least partially temporally situated in messes.
Saradindu Bandopadhyay’s celebrated detective Byomkesh Bakshi in fact started his
illustrious career from a boarding house. It is of little surprise that Saradindu himself
spent a significant part of his life in Presidency Boarding House on Mahatma Gandhi
Road. Poet Jibananda Das also stayed in the same mess for a while. Messbaris have
played host to innumerable luminaries in the fields of literature, films, journalism, and
also politics. Authors like Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay, Shibram (stayed in Khetra Kuthi
Mess on Muktaram Babu Street and summed up his experience in the latter in the lines
“Muktaram-e theke taktarame shuye suktaram kheye ami Shibram”), Shirshendu
Mukhopadhyay and even the firebrand poet Kazi Nazrul Islam spent fair shares of their
lives in messes. Other eminent personalities who imbibed in the quintessential mess
culture include director Tapan Sinha, singer Jatileswar Mukhopadhyay, former Lok
Sabha Speaker Somnath Chattopadhyay, politicians Anil Biswas and Satish Chandra
Sarkar amongst many others.
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A major draw of Kolkata’s messes would be the food that was served. Reportedly,
messes would compete with each other to draw boarders. The weapon unleashed to
lure boarders from neighbouring establishments was majorly culinary. Curiously, the
majority of cooks employed in such messes would hail from present day Odisha.
Although only a handful of existing messes today serve food, nevertheless, the cooks are
till date mostly Oriya men. The practice of serving food (peculiarly known as ‘fooding’)
is till date present in only a handful of messes. Boarders of messes which do not serve
food either eat out or get food delivered on a regular basis, or in certain cases form small
groups amongst themselves and cook their meals.

A curious component of the messbari culture has been its managerial system. In ‘Nation
and its Fragments’ Partha Chatterjee quotes the prominent swadeshi leader Bipin
Chandra Pal (1858-1932) as reminiscing about the functioning of boarding houses of
colonial Calcutta. “Students’ messes in Calcutta, in my college days, fifty-sixty years ago,
were like small republics and were managed strictly democratic lines. Everything was
decided by the voice of the majority of the members of the mess. At the end of every
month a manager was elected by the whole “House,” so to say, and he was charged with
the collection of dues of the members, and the general supervision of the food and
establishment of the mess… A successful manager was frequently begged to accept reelection; while the more careless and lazy members, who had often to pay out of their
own pockets for their mismanagement, tried to avoid this honour” 1. It’s prudent to note
that our explorations of the functioning boarding houses revealed that nothing has

1

Chatterjee, Partha. The Nation and its Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial Histories. Princeton University Press, 1993.
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changed in the managerial systems of boarding houses. Till date managers are elected
or selected on a rotational basis and they are burdened with drafting that month’s
budget, deciding on the menu, allotting money for grocery shopping, paying the cook,
etc. Thus, even when the rest of the city’s socio-political, economic, and cultural space
underwent dynamic and rapid changes, the institutions of mess baris hardly underwent
changes. This dichotomy within and without the boarding houses has taken us by
surprise. With the risk of unnecessarily simplifying complex developments, we might as
well say that time took a halt and stood still in these establishments. Kolkata’s mess baris
are ridden with a heady mix of quotidian inertia and threat of rapid extinction

We would like to make good use of this opportunity and recount how the Mess Bari
Project has treated us and moulded us, probably for the better. As three young women
in their early twenties, venturing into the streets of Kolkata hasn’t surely been an easy
ride. The all-pervasive male gaze has shadowed us constantly in quite a handful of
neighbourhoods. But nonetheless, we learned to go about with our mission without
forgetting when to put our feet down. A huge take away from this project is a new gaze
for the city. We have developed a newfound penchant for the city’s built spaces and odd
edifices and also started noticing street names, a thing we hardly did before this project
kicked off. While we craned our necks and gaped at old pretty buildings, we managed to
turn quite a few heads. Passersby, mostly local residents, took a few moments to check
what could possibly be so eye-catching as to capture the rapt attention of three out-ofplace young women. The end result saw them taking a few moments off to investigate
such buildings. We also encountered people who quite innocuously enquired as to what
heritage value could boarding houses embody, and why weren’t the neighbouring
temples being explored instead. While we tried our level best to explain the nuances of
cultural heritage to them, we will be more than glad even if a single person’s
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understanding of heritage and cultural heritage has been stirred. We are immensely
thankful to Chelsea McGill and Dr. Tathagata Neogi, Co-Founders, Heritage Walk
Calcutta, who not only conceived this temporally significant project, and stood by us
through thick and thin, but also foresaw that three people as starkly different as chalk
and cheese could actually come together and work as a team. This wouldn’t have been
possible if we had not been granted absolute liberty to go about the project on our own
terms. From the very beginning thus, there seemed to prevail an understanding that this
was ‘our project’ and we weren’t mere puppets completing assigned tasks. Pritha
Mukherjee, Sachika Ghosh, and Isti Bhattacharya, members of the HWC team, have
constantly supported us and answered our ridiculous questions at odd hours without an
iota of exasperation. We cannot thank enough the boarders, cooks, gofers, managers,
owners, and neighbourhood people, without whose cooperation this entire project
would have essentially fallen flat. We acknowledge with immense gratitude the great
extent to which boarders of certain messes went, by allowing us access to their private
living spaces so that we could document with ease the specifics and quotidian nuances
of mess life. We are thankful to each and every pedestrian, para people, police person,
and shop owner, who may have helped us navigate our way through the labyrinth that
the city is. Besides our friends and families, without whose all-round support we could
have never undertaken a project of such magnanimous scale, we would also like to
mention a few people in specific, who have helped the Mess Bari Project in some
meaningful way or the other – Tapas Dutta, Sumanto Saha, Pareshnath Roy, and Tapati
Paul, like dozens of other nameless entities, have catalysed the fruition of the Mess Bari
Project.
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FUNCTIONAL MESSBARIS
This section will cover the historic messbaris and boarding houses identified, that still
operate and function as originally intended.

Most of the boarding houses had restricted access and hence, the photographic
documentation undertaken is not comprehensive. As a result, the condition survey has
also been carried out accordingly and should only act as a reference point for more
intensive documentation and research (if at all) in the future.

The facts and figures mentioned are also largely based on information gathered from
boarders, managers, owners, locals, etc., (referred to as informants) and not from any
concrete documents/papers, as the same in most cases cease to exist. We have tried to
verify these facts as much as possible, however, we cannot fully validate the information
presented in this report based on the nature of research involved.

All the pictures included in this report (with the exception of the location maps) belong
to the authors, unless stated otherwise.
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Image 2: Map showing location of Central Calcutta Boarding

Image 1: Front view showing entrance
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CENTRAL CALCUTTA BOARDING
Address: 2 Narendra Sen Square, College Row, College Street, Kolkata 700 007
The 1915 Street Directory mentions 1, 2 Narendra Sen Square as National Boarding. It was
subsequently renamed Central Calcutta Boarding, possibly between 1915 and 1935 as the 1935 Street
Directory mentions a Central Calcutta Boarding. However, the address is marked as 30, Beniatolla Lane
off Sitaram Ghose street. The difference in address could be attributed to a temporary change in
road/street names/numbers as the address today is the same as mentioned in 1915.
Date/Year of Establishment: 1914
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Absentee Owner
The Boarding House is currently managed by Mr. Jadab Das, the Manager cum Care-taker.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 11 rooms, 28 boarders
Ten rooms are on a triple-sharing basis and one room is on a double-sharing basis.
Rent: INR 70/- per day
Provision of Mess: No mess facilities
The boarders usually eat at their place of occupation. Food is also available via a tiffin service which is
outsourced and is chargeable above and over the rent for lodging.
Occupation of Boarders: Office-goers and Students
The students are mostly from Vidyasagar College, Calcutta University. A reference from past or present
boarders is not absolutely necessary to avail lodging at the boarding house, however, it is preferable.
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Good
The overall condition of the boarding house is good as it is well-maintained, barring a few issues such
as minor discolouration of walls, minor cracks in walls and flooring and a few missing members from
window grills and shutters. The railings on the first floor corridor are especially in good condition.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Detailed iron-work ornamentation,
Various movie shoots
The building owing to its well-maintained state and striking architecture has featured in various Hindi
and Bengali movies namely – Gunday (2014), Khoto, Meghnad Badh Rahasya and Arjun – Kalimpong E
Sitaharan.
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Image 5: View of central courtyard from entrance foyer

Image 6: Name-plate and letter box; remnants of a by-gone era

Image 4: View looking up from the central courtyard

Image 3: View looking up from the central courtyard
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Image 8: View of first floor corridor showing patterned iron railings and doors leading to boarder's rooms

Image 7: View of a boarder's room
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Image 10: Map showing location of Nikko Boarding

Image 9: Front view of Nikko Boarding showing sign-board taken in June, 2018. Now obscured by a bus-stop
(Source: Vivek Kushwaha, Google Maps. Accessed: March, 2019)
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NIKKO BOARDING
Address: 51 Mahatma Gandhi Road, College Row, College Street, Kolkata 700 009
As the plot is triangular, it borders three roads namely – Mahatma Gandhi Road, Patuatola Lane and
Nabin Chandra Pal Lane and the entrance to the building is through Nabin Chandra Pal Lane.
Date/Year of Establishment: 1930
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Mr. Rabindranath Kundu – Absentee Owner,
rented out to Prabir Mullick – Proprietor
The building belongs to the Kundu’s of the Itachuna Rajbari family and was rented out to the proprietor.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 18 rooms, 52-55 boarders
Rent: INR 1800-2000/- per month
Provision of Mess: No mess facilities currently
Meals used to be provided previously and the mess facilities were overseen by thakurs from Orissa and
Midnapore. It is not known when the facilities were discontinued.
Occupation of Boarders: Could not be determined
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Could not be determined
Interior access was not granted and hence the condition could not be assessed.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Could not be determined
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Image 15: Map showing location of Presidency Boarding House

Image 14: Sign-Board with date of establishment

Image 13: Front view of Presidency Boarding House

Image 12: Iron and wooden detailing in verandah

Image 11: Main entrance to the boarding house
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PRESIDENCY BOARDING HOUSE
Address: 66 Mahatma Gandhi Road, College Row, College Street, Kolkata 700 009
The 1935 Street Directory mentions the Presidency Boarding House on 66, Beniatolla Lane off Harrison
Road (MG Road). The difference in the old and current address could be attributed to a change in the
street numbering/naming process.
Date/Year of Establishment: 1917
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Sandip Dutta
The boarding house is still managed and run by the family of the owner.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 40-45
Rent: INR 100-120/- per day
Provision of Mess: No mess facilities
The boarding house previously used to provide meals to boarders, however, the kitchen has now been
converted for commercial use and a small eatery serving Bengali food called “Bhaater Hotel” runs on
the premises.
Occupation of Boarders: Could not be determined
Eminent Personalities: Saradhindu Bandopadhyay, Jibananda Das, Tapan Sinha
Current State and Condition: Could not be determined
As access to the building was not granted the condition could not be assessed. Correspondence with a
current boarder states that the premises are in satisfactory condition however this cannot be verified.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Culturally siginificant
Owing to inhabitation by various famous personalities of Bengali poetry, literature and movies the
boarding house has always generated interest. The sets for the Bollywood movie “Byomkesh Bakshi”
were inspired and modelled on the interiors of the building.
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Image 17: Map showing location of Kalyan Boarding

Image 18: Sign-board outside entrance

Image 16: Front view of Kalyan Boarding
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KALYAN HOTEL (BOARDING HOUSE)
Address: 69A/B Surya Sen Street, Newland, College Square, Kolkata 700 009
Date/Year of Establishment: 1930
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Basu Mullick family – Absentee Owner,
Current Manager – 3 Present Boarders
After the death of the original owner, the house was passed on to a trust with multiple stakeholders.
They currently do not carry out any repair or maintenance work in the boarding house and nor are the
boarders allowed to do so. After the management was taken over by three current boarders in 1990,
one of them appealed in court in 1992 regarding the maintenance dispute, however, the case is still
ongoing and has not been resolved since.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 15 rooms, 30 boarders
The rooms were initially large halls for communal living which have since been divided into smaller
rooms on a double-sharing basis.
Rent: INR 1600-2000/- per month
The rent mentioned above includes lodging only. Boarders can avail a tenure as short as one month.
Provision of Mess: Mess facilities available
The boarding house has a running mess that is currently overseen by a full-time Bengali cook who also
lives on the property. There is also a communal dining area for the boarders to eat together. The rates
are calculated on a per meal basis and is chargeable over and above the lodging rent.
Occupation of Boarders: Office-Goers, Self-Employed, Students
Majority of the current boarders are from Bardhaman and Midnapore in West Bengal, Orissa, Bihar
and Jharkhand. Boarders from Assam used to stay here previously. New boarders are welcome and so
are boarders through reference of past/present boarders.
Eminent Personalities: Anish Ghatak, Anil Biswas (CPIM), Bibhuthi Bhushan Bandopadhyay
Current State and Condition: Satisfactory
As the building has not been maintained for decades, it has started showing signs of ruin. Various cracks
line the walls and floors and damp stains can be seen in places lending a musty smell to certain spaces.
The wooden staircase leading to the first floor is also unstable and suffering from subsidence. As access
to the building was severely limited, this condition survey is not comprehensive.
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Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Tiled mural on first floor landing
A beautiful tiled mural was observed, lining the walls of the landing space on the first floor, depicting
Krishna in a colourful forest lined with trees and colourful flowers. The tiles have started showing signs
of discolouration and some are coated with layers of dust which may prove detrimental. The same
could not be photographed due to lack of permission.
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Image 21: Map showing location of Raghunath Boarding

Image 19: Entrance decorated for Saraswati Puja

Image 20: Raghunath Boarding next to Shitala Mandir on
Ramkanta Mistri Lane
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RAGHUNATH BOARDING
Address: Ramakanta Mistri Lane, Newland, College Square, Kolkata 700 012
Date/Year of Establishment: Since 1950’s
The owner did not seem to know the exact date/year when the mess started functioning and said it
had apparently been functioning for the last 70 years.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Sushobhan Padhi
The Boarding House is managed by the owner and his younger brother, locally known as Putu Da, as
their residence is in the adjacent plot. All matters relating to management and maintenance are
overseen by them personally. They also act as the local guardian for most of the students staying there.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 17 rooms, 50+ boarders
Rent: Could not be determined
Provision of Mess: Mess facilities available
An Oriya thakur oversees the mess facilities.
Occupation of Boarders: All students
The current boarders are mostly out-station students who hail from Bihar, UP and Orissa. The owners’
family hails from Bhubaneshwar, Orissa and the boarding house was initially an Oriya Mess, specifically
for boarders from Orissa.
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Good
The overall condition of the boarding house can be deemed good as the owner is involved with the
management and maintenance on a daily basis. The wooden staircase leading up to the second floor
however, is missing railing members and the position of the kitchen next to the toilet on the ground
floor could pose hygiene issues.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): None noted.
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Image 24: Owner's residence seen on left painted white and boarding house on right

Image 23: First floor corridor

Image 22: Looking towards the courtyrad from first floor
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Image 26: Room layout

Image 25: Room layout

Image 27: Staircase leading to second floor

Image 28: Staircase railing missing balusters posing a
serious safety risk
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Image 31: Map showing location of Boarding House on 10, Jeliapara Lane

Image 32: View of Jelipara Lane

Image 30: Entrance to boarding house
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Image 29: View of entry foyer

Boarding House on 10, JELIAPARA LANE
Name of Establishment: Unnamed
Address: 10 Jelia Para Lane, Bowbazar, Kolkata 700 012
The 1915 Street directory mentions 10, Jeliapara Lane as a mess.
Date/Year of Establishment: Pre-1915
As the boarding house has been mentioned in the 1915 street directory it can be determined that the
building is over a hundred years old.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Absentee Owner
Maintenance and management are carried out by the boarders themselves.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 9 rooms, 25 boarders
Rent: INR 400-500/- per month, lodging only
Provision of Mess: Mess facilities discontinued
The boarding house used to provide mess facilities up until recently as the kitchen is still seen. However,
the reason and date of discontinuation could not be determined. The boarders cook amongst
themselves.
Occupation of Boarders: Students, Office-Goers
Most of the boarders are from the area (para) itself.
Eminent Personalities: None noted.
Current State and Condition: Poor
The boarding house is in a heightened state of deterioration. The walls, ceiling and structural elements
are all crumbling and this could be attributed to major water ingress as most of the walls are stained
with damp. The structure is abundant with vegetation growth which is further weakening it, and the
roof can be seen subsiding in parts. A portion of the roof on the top floor also seems to have collapsed
as all that remains now are steel and wooden beams supported on brick columns.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Visit by Surjo Sen
It is alleged that Surjo Sen had come to this mess for a meeting. However, the same could not be
verified.
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Image 37: View of central courtyard

Image 33: Defunct kitchen

Image 36: View from central courtyrad

Image 34: Vegetation growth on
walls
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Image 35: Stained walls indicating dampness

Image 42: View of corridor pn first floor with rooms on left and
make-shift temple at end

Image 40: Staircase to first floor

Image 41: Room layout

Image 38: View of ceiling from staircase
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Image 39: Possibly new steel member on
left alongside old, disintegrating wooden
member on right

Image 44: Map showing location of Boarding House on 219 B.B. Ganguly Street

Image 43: Front view of Boarding House at 219 BB Ganguly Street
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Boarding House on 219, B.B. GANGULY STREET
Name of Establishment: Unnamed
Address: 219 Bipin Behari Ganguly Street, Bowbazar, Kolkata 700 012
Date/Year of Establishment: 1942
The mess has been in operation since before Independence from about 1942 as alleged by the boarder
(informant). The building is said to be almost 200 years old.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Absentee Owner, Managed by Tenant
One of the long-time boarders was made a tenant and all maintenance is looked after by him without
any interference from the owners.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 15-20 boarders
Rent: INR 2000/- per month for lodging
Provision of Mess: No mess facilities currently
Occupation of Boarders: Office-goers
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Very poor
This particular boarding house is in an extremely bad condition. Even though the main house could not
be accessed, the staircases leading to the boarding house on the second floor are in shambles; there is
a significant tilt to either side and there is a strong shaking movement when one walks on it. The
balustrades are missing many members and have lost their stability. The ceiling on the first floor can
also be seen tilting in either direction which may signify floor subsidence at the second floor, from
which we can infer that the slab is slowly losing is integrity.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): None noted
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Image 46: Alley leading to entrance

Image 45: Peeling concrete and
vegetation growth from wall

Image 47: View of boarding house verandah on first floor

Image 49: Entrance to building

Image 48: Staircase to first floor
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Image 51: Unstable and unsafe staircase
leading to boarding house on second floor

Image 50: Close-up of staircase

Image 53: Stairacse railing with disintegrating members

Image 54: Close-up of staircase

Image 52: Ceiling seen sloping with disintegrating members
which may indicate floor subsidence on upper floor
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Image 55: Map showing location of the Boarding House on 5/1A Madhu Gupta Lane

Image 56: Entrance to the boarding house

Image 57: View from Madhu Gupta Lane
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Boarding House on 5/1A, MADHU GUPTA LANE
Name of Establishment: Unnamed
Address: 5/1A Madhu Gupta Lane, Newland, College Square, Kolkata 700 073
The entrance to the Boarding House is through an alley off Madhu Gupta Lane
Date/Year of Establishment: 1943
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Mrs. Anjana Mukherjee
The present owner and patron is Mrs. Anjana Mukherjee, wife of Mr. Kumaresh Mukherjee, the
previous owner who has since passed away. The maintenance is done by the boarders themselves with
occasional assistance from the owners. The Mess Manager is chosen from the boarders on a rotational
basis.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 5 rooms, 14 boarders
Rent: INR 2000/- per month including lodging, maintenance and meals
Provision of Mess: Mess facilities available
Meals are provided to all boarders and included in the rent value. There is an Oriya thakur who oversees
the cooking and other mess facilities. A communal cooking and dining space is provided for the
boarders.
Occupation of Boarders: Students and Office-goers
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Satisfactory
Failing plaster-work and brickwork was seen in patches. The walls also showed discolouration and the
beams on the ceiling show signs of deterioration.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Historical Significance
Triggered by the bombing of Calcutta by the Imperial Japanese Army Air Force on December 20th, 1942,
the owners who hailed from Shantipur vacated the building and converted it into a mess. This aided
the students and workers of Shantipur, who had recently moved to Calcutta. Currently, majority of the
boarders are still from Shantipur, followed by some boarders from Midnapore. This has given rise to a
clear distinction in the mess where the Shantipuri and Midnapuri boarders inhabit different parts of
the building although they use the same resources.
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Image 58: View of staircase

Image 59: View of room

Image 61: Failing plasterwork leading to disintegrating wall
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Image 60: View of room

Image 62: Failing plasterwork and cement
and vegetation seen growing out of wall in
top right
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Image 65: Map showing location of Boarding House on 14/1 Kundu Lane

Image 64: Alley leading to boarding house at 14/1 Kundu Lane

Image 63: External view of Boarding House at 14/1 Kundu Lane
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Boarding House on 14/1, KUNDU LANE
Name of Establishment: Unnamed
Address: 14/1 Kundu Lane, Lake Place, Bhowanipore, Kolkata 700 025
Date/Year of Establishment: 1970’s
The boarders and neighbours allege that the boarding house is at least fifty years old, although this
could not be verified.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Shyam Kundu – Absentee Owner
Although the owner stays close-by, he alleged that the building has now been handed over to the
boarders and there is no interference in any matters from the owners’ side. The management and
maintenance is taken care of by the boarders themselves.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 5 rooms, 4 boarders
The boarding house initially had 22 functional rooms of which only 5 on the ground floor are inhabited
currently. The rooms on the first floor are vacant.
Rent: Could not be determined
Provision of Mess: Could not be determined
Occupation of Boarders: Office-goers
The boarders are adivasis hailing from parts of West Bengal and Jharkhand.
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Could not be determined
The interior spaces could not be accessed.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Adivasi boarding house
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Image 67: Map showing location of Boarding House on 6D Ramnarayan Motilal Lane

Image 66: Front view of building on 6D, Ramnarayan Motilal Lane
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Boarding House on 6D, RAMNARAYAN MOTILAL LANE
Name of Establishment: Unnamed
Address: 6D Ram Narayan Motilal Lane, Lebutala, Bowbazar, Kolkata 700 014
Date/Year of Establishment:
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Absentee Owner
The maintenance along with any repair work is done by the boarders themselves. The electricity bill is
also in the name of a current boarder.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: Could not be determined
Rent: No rent
The informant (boarder) alleged that no rent is paid.
Provision of Mess: Could not be determined
Occupation of Boarders: Office-goers
Eminent Personalities: Could not be determined
Current State and Condition: Could not be determined
The interior spaces could not be accessed.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Could not be determined
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Image 71: Map showing location of Boarding House on 10 Chintamani Das Lane

Clockwise from L-R

Image 70: View of Chintamani Das Lane
Image 69: Staircase inside boarding house
Image 68: View of first floor from below
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Boarding House on 10, CHINTAMANI DAS LANE
Name of Establishment: Unnamed
Address: 10 Chintamani Das Lane, Kolkata 700 009
Date/Year of Establishment: Around 1975
The informant (boarder) alleged that the mess has been functional for about 45 years.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Absentee Owner
Management and maintenance is done by the boarders themselves.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 6 rooms, 13 boarders
Rent: INR 4000-4500/- per month including lodging and meals
Provision of Mess: Mess facilities available
An Oriya thakur oversees the mess facilities. The rent amount includes the same.
Occupation of Boarders: Office-goers
Only working men are allowed as boarders here and students are not allowed. Majority of the boarders
hail from Birbhum and are supporters of the Communist Party and new boarders are also mostly taken
in through the same reference.
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Satisfactory
The walls showed signs of dampness which implies water ingress and the verandah’s railings were
seen to be missing many members.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Could not be determined
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Image 73: Map showing location of Boarding House on 52 M.G. Road

Image 72: Front view of Boarding House on 52 M.G. Road
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Boarding House on 52, M.G. ROAD
Name of Establishment: Unnamed
Address: 52 Mahatma Gandhi Road, College Row, College Street, Kolkata 700 009
Date/Year of Establishment: Around 1895
The informant (boarder) alleged that the boarding house is a hundred and twenty-five years old.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management:
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 8 rooms, 18 boarders
Rent: INR 2500/- per month all inclusive
The rent amount includes lodging, maintenance, electricity and meals.
Provision of Mess: Mess facilities available
An Oriya cook oversees the mess facilities.
Occupation of Boarders: Could not be determined
The boarders are taken in through reference of either past or present boarders.
Eminent Personalities: Shibram Chakroborty, Ram Chatterjee (erstwhile Non-Military Defense
Minister) and Basudeb Lahiri
It is alleged that Shibram Chakraborty stayed at this mess before moving to his famous abode at the
Khetra Kuthi Mess on Muktaram Babu Street. However, this could not be verified.
Current State and Condition: Could not be determined
The interior spaces could not be accessed.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): To be determined
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Image 74: Map showing location of Shantipuri Mess

Image 75: Alley leading to Shantipuri Mess on 27, Scott Lane
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SHANTIPURI MESS
Address: 27 Scott Lane, Baithakkhana, Kolkata – 700 009
Date/Year of Establishment: Around 1940’s
It is alleged that the Mess was started around 80 years ago by Mr. Kashikanta Maitra, former Food
Minister of Bengal. He started this mess as a part of his social work to help young immigrants coming
from Shantipur to Calcutta. It was started by forming a trustee body.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Ambiguous
A Mess Manager is elected from among the boarders on a rotational basis. A development fund has
been created by the boarders to carry out any maintenance work.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 7 rooms, 15 boarders
Rent: INR 2500-3000/- per month all inclusive
The rent amount includes lodging, maintenance, electricity and meals.
Provision of Mess: Mess facilities available
An Oriya cook oversees the mess facilities.
Occupation of Boarders: Office-goers
Only working men are allowed as boarders here and students are not allowed. Lodging is only given to
boarders from Shantipur and new boarders are taken in only through reference of past or present
boarders.
Eminent Personalities: Mr. Ramen Sanyal
The scriptwriter of the famous Bengali TV series Chuni Panna allegedly lived here. He was also an actor
at Bahurupi and wrote the majority of his scripts from this building.
Current State and Condition: Could not be determined
The interior spaces could not be accessed.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Could not be determined
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Image 78: Map showing location of Baptist Mission Students' Hall

Image 76: Front Elevation of Baptist Mission

Image 77: Side entrance to building
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BAPTIST MISSION STUDENTS’ HALL
Address: 1/1 Bankim Chatterjee Street, College Square, Kolkata - 700 073
Date/Year of Establishment: 1911
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Uncertain
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 18 rooms, 35 beds
Rent: Could not be determined
Provision of Mess: Mess facilities available
An Oriya cook oversees the mess facilities.
Occupation of Boarders: Could not be determined
Majority of the boarders are Christians. New boarders are welcome and no reference is needed.
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Satisfactory
Athough the rooms are in decent condition; the walls show plenty of signs of discolouration and flaking
as well as blistering plaster all which point to water ingress. The staircase exhibits slight shakiness as is
the case with old wooden staircases. However, the second floor does not look to be in good condition
when viewed externally as access was not permitted. It could be attributed to water seepage from the
roof.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): None noted
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Image 80: Entrance to student's hall

Image 82: Staircase walls showing discolouration

Image 79: Common area near entrance from first floor landing

Image 81: Corridor with rooms on either side
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Image 85: Stained glass along staircase walls

Image 86: Staircase to upper floor from rear verandah

Image 83: Blistering of plaster possibly due to water ingress

Image 84: Discoloration and disintegrating plasterwork
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Image 88: Map showing location of Rainbow Club

Image 87: Front view of Rainbow Club with Banerjee Lane on right
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RAINBOW CLUB
Address: 175 Bipin Behari Ganguly Street, Bowbazar, Kolkata 700 012
The entrance to the building is through Banerjee Lane.
Date/Year of Establishment: Around 1950’s
The owner alleged that the Mess started functioning around seventy years ago.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Mrs. Uma Bhattacharya
The owner stays within the Mess on the top floor and takes care of the management and maintenance
work.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 28 rooms
Rent: INR 3000-3200/- per month all inclusive
The rent amount includes lodging and meals.
Provision of Mess: Mess facilities available
Occupation of Boarders: Mainly students, few office-goers
The Mess is occupied by a majority of students from colleges like Surendranath College, City College
and Presidency College. The boarders are mostly from Katwa, Bardhaman, Malda and Midnapore
districts of West Bengal. New boarders are taken in only through reference of past or present boarders.
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Good
As the owner stays in the building herself and handles the management and maintenance, the building
looks to be in good condition although only the staircase and corridors were accessed. The verandah
and staircase railings are stable and not missing any members. The floors and ceilings also do not
exhibit too many signs of stress.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): None noted
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Image 90: Entrance to Rainbow Club

Image 89: View from Banerjee Lane

Image 92: Looking up from courtyard

Image 91: View from upper floor towards courtyard
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Image 93: View of corridor

Image 94: View of staircase
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Image 96: Map showing location of Alpha Beta Mess

Image 95: View of Alpha Beta Mess from BB Ganguly Street
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ALPHA BETA MESS
Address: 116 Bipin Behari Ganguly Street, Bowbazar, Kolkata 700 012
Date/Year of Establishment: Around 1970-1980
Although the exact year could not be determined, the informant (Mr. Chatterjee) alleged that the
building is more than a century old based on the different kinds of occupation and use of the building.
However, it has been functioning as a Mess for more than forty years as Mr. Chatterjee has stayed here
for that length of time.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Narajole Raja’s family – Absentee Owner
According to the informant (boarder), the bari (house) belongs to the Narajole Raja’s family from
Midnapore. The owners are absent and the tenancy is currently in the name of Mr. Triloke Nath
Chatterjee, a boarder who has stayed here for more than forty years. He collects the rent on behalf of
the owners and oversees the management and maintenance of the Mess which is carried out by the
boarders themselves.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 13 rooms, 35 boarders
The Mess is currently at full capacity.
Rent: INR 2400/- per month including lodging and meals
Provision of Mess: Mess facilities available
Meals are provided to all boarders and included in the rent value. There is an Oriya thakur who oversees
the cooking and other mess facilities. A communal dining space is provided for the boarders.
Occupation of Boarders: Office-goers
The boarders mostly hail from West Bengal, mainly from Bardhaman and followed by Midnapore.
Boarders are mostly admitted on a reference basis although new boarders are also welcome.
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Satisfactory
Although the main living spaces of the Mess, including the rooms, are in decent condition, the staircase
leading up to the first floor is in a poor state. It has extreme subsidence to one side and is failing at the
point where it joins the wall. The balustrade is also missing numerous members and the ones that are
still intact have lost their strength and barely support the railing. The landing also exhibits several
cracks. The ceiling also seems to have weakened as the original wooden beams have been
supplemented with steel beams running in between.
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Image 100: Entrance to building

Image 99: View of building from entrance

Image 98: Staircase leading to boarding house

Image 97: Steps sloping to one side signifying instability
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Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): According to Mr. Chatterjee, the building
served as an office for the Indian National Congress sometime until 1911 after which the capital of
British India was changed to New Delhi from Calcutta. Post this period it functioned as a baiji
(courtesan) house before being converted to a hotel/lodge. The exact time-period when the building
converted to a mess could not be determined.
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Image 104: Failing joints in staircase railing

Image 103: View of staircase from first floor landing

Image 102: Cracks in staircase landing

Image 101: Door leading to boarding house
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Image 107: Stairs leading to dining hall downstairs

Image 108: Corridor with rooms on either side leading to
verandah

Image 106: Ceiling reinforced with new steel members
between old wooden members

Image 105: View of terrace from landing
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Image 110: Terrace railing missing members posing a serious safety risk

Image 109: View of first floor of building
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Image 113: Map showing location of Khetra Kuthi Messbari

Image 111: View of Khetra Kuthi Messbari from
Kedar Banerjee Lane

Image 112: Front elevation of Khetra Kuthi Messbari
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KHETRA KUTHI MESSBARI
Address: 134 Muktaram Babu Street, College Street Market, College Street, Kolkata 700 007
Date/Year of Establishment:
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Kali Saha - Absentee Owner
The Mess property is currently disputed among 18 family members of the original owner and this has
led to neglect towards the maintenance of the Mess for the last twenty years. It is currently managed
and run by the boarders themselves, who also look after any maintenance/repair issues. There is a
jamadar who comes to clean the Mess on a daily basis.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 8 rooms, 30+ beds, 25-30 boarders
Rent: INR 2500/- per month
Provision of Mess: Mess facilities available
Mr, Tapan Maity, the cook who oversees the Mess facilities, initially acquired the job through an
acquaintance and has been working here for more than 40 years, which gave him the opportunity to
cook for and grow acquainted with Shibram Chakraborty while the latter stayed here. He previously
worked at a boarding house before moving to this one, and the same has been identified as Nripendra
Boarding House on Pratap Chaterjee Lane.
Occupation of Boarders: Office-goers
The boarders mainly work in the private and government sectors.
Eminent Personalities: Shibram Chakraborty
Current State and Condition: Poor
This particular messbari, although widely known and recognized, is in bad shape. The plaster and
brickwork are seen disintegrating everywhere and so are the beams on the ceilings. The walls and roofs
are badly discoloured and can signify an extreme problem of water ingress. There are numerous deep
cracks in the walls (also seen in the outer façade) and floors. A particular balcony on the second floor
is missing railings and the floor has many deep cracks which may prove disastrous if it were to get
worse.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Famous visitors
Shibram Chakraborty is believed to have had many famous visitors here a couple of them being Nazrul
Islam and Satyajit Ray (Source: Bitan Sikdar, The Telegraph. October, 2018).
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Image 121: Entrance to messbari

Image 120: Main doorway

Image 115: Kitchen door and stairs stained
black from soot

Image 118: Railing missing members

Image 119: Cast-iron patterned railings

Image 114: Door to Shibram Chakraborty's
room

Image 116: Cracks on staircase treads

Image 117: Corroded beams posing a risk of ceiling failure
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Image 127: Cracks on staircase landing

Image 125: Deep cracks in wall

Image 126: Room layout

Image 123: Balcony missing railing
members

Image 124: Cracks in balcony floor

Image 122: Wall showing signs of damp
and make-shift cover for window to
prevent entry of rain-water
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Image 130: Map showing location of Manackjee Rustomjee Parsee Dharamshala

Image 128: View of Parsee Dharamshala from Bow Barracks
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Image 129: Plaque at entrance

MANACKJEE RUSTOMJEE PARSEE DHARAMSHALA
Address: 9 Bow Street, Pilkhana, Kolkata 700 012
Date/Year of Establishment: 1936
The original structure was built in 1909 following which it was demolished and the current structure
was built.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Calcutta Zoroastrian Community’s Religious and
Charity Fund
Although the Dharamshala is under the care and maintenance of the trustees of the Calcutta
Zoroastrian Community, the management is currently under the responsibility of Mr. Dara Hansotia
and Mrs. Meher Hansotia since 2014.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 14 bedrooms, 29 beds
Thirteen rooms are provided for boarders while one room on the ground floor is reserved for the
manager. Two rooms are triple-sharing while the remaining rooms are double-sharing, all with ensuite
bathrooms.
Rent: Could not be determined
Provision of Mess: Mess facilities available
The Mess facilities are overseen by the Hansotias and meals are provided to the boarders as well as
the general public on a pre-order basis. The kitchen is in a separate structure from the rest of the
boarding house and a communal dining area is provided on the ground floor of the main building.
Occupation of Boarders: Travelers, Students, Office-goers
Accommodation is only provided for Parsees and/or their spouses. The boarders can stay
uninterrupted for a period of three months after which they have to apply for special permission to the
Calcutta Zoroastrian Community in order to extend their stay.
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Very good
The building is in good shape barring a few instances of cracks in the flooring and signs of water ingress
in the walls along the staircase. The rooms and bathrooms have a mix modern fittings and antique
furniture pieces which have been maintained very well. The kitchen (not photographed) also looked
hygienic and orderly and the overall compound was kept very neat and clean.
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Image 131: View of main building

Image 132: Indian-inspired Art-Deco

Image 134: Staircase leading to first floor

Image 133: Plaque commemorating the erection of
the buiding
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Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): First Indian Sheriff, Indi-Deco Building
The building had been built in memory of Mr. Manackjee Rustomjee, a renowned Parsee gentleman,
who also happened to be the first Indian to be appointed to the post of Sheriff. The new building that
was erected in 1936, can be considered one of the earliest examples of Indi-Deco (Art-Deco
influenced by Indian motifs) in Calcutta.
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Image 139: Kitchen housed in separate structure

Image 138: Dining area in ground floor of main building

Image 137: View of first floor corridor

Top to bottom:
Image 136: View of first floor corridor
Image 135: Layout of room
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Image 140: Map showing location of Birkmyre Hostel

Image 142: Entrance to Birkmyre Hostel

Image 141: Main Building (Source: Dr Graham's Homes.
Accessed: March, 2019)
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BIRKMYRE HOSTEL
Address: 4, Sir Williams James Sarani (Middleton Row), Park Street Area, Kolkata 700 016
Date/Year of Establishment: 1925
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Dr. Graham’s Homes
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: Could not be determined
Rent: Could not be determined
Provision of Mess: Could not be determined
Occupation of Boarders: Female students
Students studying at St Xaviers and Loreto College stay here.
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Could not be determined
The building could not be accessed.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Could not be determined
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Image 145: Map showing location of YMCA

Image 143: View of YMCA Hostel (Source: Mauli Som, Google Maps.
Accessed: March, 2019)
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Image 144: View of YMCA Hostel
(Source: Aman Jaiswal, Google Maps.
Accessed: March, 2019)

YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION (YMCA) HOSTEL
Address: 115, Vivekananda Road, Manicktala, Azad Hind Bag, Machuabazar, Kolkata – 700 006
Date/Year of Establishment: Could not be determined
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA)
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 50 rooms, 100 boarders
Rent: INR 1000/- per month for lodging
Provision of Mess: No mess facilities
Occupation of Boarders: Mostly college students
Majority of the boarders are from West Bengal with a few from other states. The boarders need not
be Christians.
Eminent Personalities: Anjan Chatterjee
A famous hotelier and founder of the company- Speciality Restaurants Limited, that runs Mainland
China.
Current State and Condition: Could not be determined
The interior spaces could not be accessed.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Listed Building
The building is listed as a Grade I heritage building.
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Image 147: Map showing location of YWCA

Image 146: Front view of YWCA
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YOUNG WOMEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION (YWCA)
Address: 134, Surendranath Banerjee Road (Corporation Street), Kolkata – 700 013
Date/Year of Establishment: Could not be determined
As the building borrows heavily from the Neo-Classical style of architecture, it can be inferred that the
building must have been built before the 1930’s, around the early 1900’s, as the predominant building
style changed to Art Deco after that.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA)
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 55-60 boarders
Rent: Could not be determined
Provision of Mess: Could not be determined
Occupation of Boarders: Female students
Eminent Personalities: Could not be determined
Current State and Condition: Could not be determined
The interior spaces could not be accessed.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Could not be determined
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Image 150: Map showing location of Nripendra Boarding House

Image 150: Front elevation of Nripendra Boarding House
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Image 150: Entrance leading to boarding house

NRIPENDRA BOARDING HOUSE
Address: 39/1 College Street, Kolkata 700 073
The boarding house is accessed through Pratap Chatterjee Lane.
Date/Year of Establishment: Around 1950’s
The building existed prior to the establishment of the boarding house but the exact time period could
not be determined.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Lease managed by wife and daughter of
deceased lease-holder
The building was initially owned by the Benares Trust. The second floor of the building was converted
to a boarding house with mess facilities in the 1950’s. In 1995, the boarding house was leased out for
99 years and the boarders were asked to pay a cumulative sum of INR 4000/- per month. After protests
by the boarders, an agreement was reached whereby every boarder would pay their rent directly to
the lease-holder. After the passing of the primary lease-holder a few years ago, the lease is now
managed by his wife and daughter who continue to collect the rent directly from the boarders.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 4 rooms with 6 beds each
The boarding house is currently at full capacity.
Rent: INR 1700/- pm inclusive of electricity (Single Bed)
INR 2100/- pm inclusive of electricity (Double Bed)
The rent amount presently does not include meals. The amount has multiplied more than four times in
the past 40 years, from a sum of INR 400/- which at the time included fooding and lodging.
Provision of Mess: No mess/meal facilities currently
The boarding house previously had mess facilities which was discontinued post the death of the
primary lease-holder. The boarders generally eat lunch at their place of occupation. Dinner is cooked
individually or in small groups either inside the room or outside in the common areas.
Occupation of Boarders: Majority office-goers, small percentage of students
Most of the boarders hail from West Bengal and Assam. Many of the long-time boarders are all officegoers as students usually stay only for a short period corresponding to the length of their academic
courses. Unlike most places, new boarders are not taken in through lines of kinship or reference of past
or current boarders, rather they are selected by lease-holders on the basis of a waiting list.
Eminent Personalities: None noted
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Image 151: Iron beam below tiled roof with
name detailing

Image 152: Common area in front of staircase

Image 153: Company name engraved on iron beam
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Current State and Condition: Good
The building is a four-storeyed structure with private establishments on the ground floor and first floor.
The boarding house is located on the second floor and the lease-holders occupy the third floor of the
building. The building is generally in good condition and maintained well. There is a wooden staircase
leading up from the ground floor to the first floor which may date back to the original structure. It is
sturdy and no subsidence or movement was detected whatsoever. The walls, roof and floors show no
signs of dampness or leakage and only minimal cracks were observed in places. The structural and
wooden members were also observed to be in good condition with no signs of corrosion or breakage.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Iron beams imported from England.
The iron beams present in the common areas were imported from England, namely from the
Frodingham Iron and Steel Company, Scunthorpe (presently Scunthorpe Steelworks). The company
name was seen engraved on the beam in front of the staircase. It could not be determined if the iron
beams in the rooms were also imported from the same company.
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Image 154: Layout of room

Image 157: Corridor connecting
common areas

Image 155: Ceiling detail in room

Image 158: Door detailing
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Image 156: Common area outside rooms
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Image 159: Map showing location of 36/4/3 Beniatola Lane

Image 161: Alley leading to house numbers 36/4/3, 36/5 and 36/6 Beniatola Lane
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Image 160: 36/4/3 Beniatola Lane

Boarding House on 36/4/3 BENIATOLA LANE

Name of Establishment: Unnamed
Address: 36/4/3 Beniatola Lane, College Row, College Street, Kolkata 700 009
The boarding house is located in a narrow alley off Beniatola Lane.

Due to lack of access, the building could not be documented. Hence, the location has been marked
for future reference.
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Image 164: Map showing location of Boarding House at 36/5 Beniatola Lane

Image 165: View of 36/5 Beniatola Lane

Image 164: Entrance to boarding house

Image 164: Wall on left dividing plot into 36/6 and 36/5
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Boarding House on 36/5 BENIATOLA LANE
Name of Establishment: Unnamed
Address: 36/5 Beniatola Lane, College Row, College Street, Kolkata 700 009
The boarding house is located in a narrow alley off Beniatola Lane.
Date/Year of Establishment: About 120-150 years old
The building was built as a boarding house and was partitioned into two separate establishments
numbered 36/5 and 36/6 around 1980, continuing to function as originally intended.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Refuted ownership, absentee owner
The boarding house is currently managed and maintained by the boarders themselves. They undertake
managerial responsibilities on a rotation basis. The electricity bill is in the name of one
Mr.Narendranath Mitra although none of the current boarders know of him. Any maintenance work to
be undertaken is also paid for and overseen by the boarders.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 11 rooms, 2 beds each
The boarding house is currently rented out to full capacity although most beds are unoccupied. The
current number of active boarders is yet to be determined.
Rent: No fixed amount, INR 1500-2000/- per month
The rent amount is determined based on every individual boarder’s expenses including electricity and
meals while the occupancy charges are fixed. As the boarders undertake maintenance work on their
own, the charges for the same are shared by all. An advance payment of INR 1000-1500/- is collected
from each boarder at the start of the month and the remaining dues are calculated at the end of the
month and collected from the boarders.
Provision of Mess: Meals provided to boarders
The boarding house provides mess facilities and meals to boarders and the domestic helpers hail from
Orissa. In the absence of any helpers, the boarders have basic cooking arrangements in their rooms as
well.
Occupation of Boarders: Office-goers and students
Most of the boarders hail from across West Bengal, mainly from Bagnan, Amta, Birbhum and
Nabadwip. The second floor mainly houses boarders from Nabadwip, possibly all of them previously
being acquainted with one another. New boarders are only taken in through lines of kinship or
reference of past or current boarders.
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Image 169: Wooden staircase leading to first floor

Image 169: Wooden staircase leading to first floor

Image 169: Activity related to book stores on ground floor

Image 169: Corridor connecting rooms
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Eminent Personalities: Nilmohan Dutta Gupta, nephew of Ullaskar Dutta
Nilmohan Dutta Gupta, the nephew of Ullaskar Dutta, an Indian revolutionary closely associated with
the Anushilan Samiti, is believed to have moved in here in 1947. The duration of his occupancy is yet
to be determined. Another well-known figure in the area was Dr. Anandomohan Paul who was a tenant
here since 1978. His son took his place once he moved out and continues to remain a tenant.
Current State and Condition: Satisfactory
The building is a three-storeyed structure with the ground floor now taken over by a book store while
the first and second floor of the building functions as a boarding house. The ground floor and second
floor of the building could not be assessed and only the first floor was accessed. Many portions of the
wall were devoid of any plaster leaving the brickwork exposed. The wooden staircase was found to be
unstable and the balustrade had missing members. Similarly, the railings on the first-floor corridor were
also found to be unstable and shaking on minimal contact. Many vertical members were also missing
which may prove a serious threat to safety.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): None noted
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Image 172: Map showing location of Boarding House at 36/6 Beniatola Ln

Image 172: Entrance to boarding house

Image 170: Entrance to boarding house
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Boarding House on 36/6 BENIATOLA LANE
Name of Establishment: Unnamed
Address: 36/6 Beniatola Lane, College Row, College Street, Kolkata 700 009
The boarding house is located in a narrow alley off Beniatola Lane.
Date/Year of Establishment: About 120-150 years old
The building was built as a boarding house and was partitioned into two separate establishments
numbered 36/5 and 36/6 around 1980, continuing to function as originally intended.
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Refuted ownership, absentee owner
The boarding house is currently managed and maintained by the boarders themselves. Any
maintenance work to be undertaken is also paid for and overseen by the boarders.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: 10 rooms, 2 beds each
The boarding house currently has only 6 boarders living there.
Rent: INR 2000/- per month including electricity
As the boarders undertake maintenance work on their own, the charges for the same are shared by all.
Provision of Mess: No mess facilities at present
The boarders have basic cooking arrangements in their room and cook their own meals.
Occupation of Boarders: Office-goers
New boarders are only taken in through lines of kinship or reference of past or current boarders.
Eminent Personalities: Project Manager of Director Sandip Ray
The Project Manager of the renowned film Director, Sandip Ray, is believed to have lived here. His
period of tenancy is yet to be determined.
Current State and Condition: Satisfactory
The walls show discolouration and flaking plaster-work in many areas. Cracks are observed in the walls
and floors in certain parts.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): To be determined
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Image 174: Typical layout of room

Image 175: Typical layout of room

Image 173: Typical layout of room
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Image 177: Map showing location of Ruby Boarding

Image 176: View of front facade of Ruby Barding
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RUBY BOARDING
Address: 59 Sitaram Ghosh Street, College Row, College Street, Kolkata 700 009
Date/Year of Establishment: To be determined
Name of Owner/State of Ownership/Management: Absentee Owner
The boarding house is currently managed by Mr. Swapan Majumdar, the son of the owner. He oversees
all managerial and maintenance work.
Current Capacity/Number of Boarders: Number of rooms to be determined, 40 beds at present
The boarding house is currently occupied to full capacity.
Rent: To be determined
Provision of Mess: No mess facilities at present
Occupation of Boarders: Office-goers and Students
Eminent Personalities: None noted
Current State and Condition: Satisfactory
As only a part of the building could be accessed, the condition of the building is yet to be assessed
entirely. Many cracks were seen in walls and structural members, both on the external façade as well
as internally. The corridor railings on the first-floor lack vertical members which may prove to be a
safety risk.
Points of Interest/Significance (Historically/Architecturally): Victorian-style façade, Ironwork
detailing
The building exhibits a Victorian style of building externally, with tall louvered windows on the first
floor and windows with detailed cast-iron grills on the ground floor. Internally, there is an ornately
detailed spiral staircase along with iron railings on the first-floor. There is also an in-out board in the
entrance foyer that was previously used to notify people of each boarder’s presence or absence.
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Image 178: Front facade of Ruby Boarding

Image 179: Detailing of initials "RB" above main entrance
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Image 183: Entrance into boarding house

Image 182: In-out board

Image 180: Spiral staircase detail

Image 181: View of first floor corridor
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APPENDIX A - OBSOLETE MESS-BARIS
This section focuses on identifying addresses/buildings that initially housed messbaris and boarding
houses but are now obsolete and cease to function although the original structure (or part thereof)
still exists.

1. 27/2 Surya Sen Street (formerly Mirzapore Street)
The plot initially housed a messbari that went out of function about 10-15 years ago. The messbari was
owned by a Mr. Paine, former Judge of the High Court. Additional floors seem to have been added to
the original structure and the building is now an apartment building “Dhrubatara”.

Image 185: Dhrubatara apartments formerly a messbari

Image 184: Entrance to Dhrubatara apartments

2. 39 Surya Sen Street
The plot is currently being redeveloped as a residential cum commercial building. The previous building
housed a Bihari Mess which ceased to function about twenty years ago following which it was
demolished. The Mess would house workers of the now defunct factory - Marble and Cowrie.
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3. 16, 17 Elgin Road
The property is currently owned by the United Church of Northern India Trust Association. It was
marked as a Boy’s Boarding School in the 1915 Street Directory. The boarding house has long gone out
of function and the property is currently embroiled in legal dispute.
The building was said to house nurses who were shifted to the Lady Roger's Nurses Bureau, next to St.
Mary's Church at 44 Elgin Road, about 15 years ago.

Image 187: Property at 16, 17 Elgin Road, formerly a
boarding house

Image 186: Property at 16, 17 Elgin Road, formerly a
boarding house

4. Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) – 25A Chowringhee Road (Jawaharlal Nehru Road)
The building functioned as a boarding house until the 1990’s. It has since been converted into an
auditorium.

Image 189: Front view of YMCA Auditorium
(Source: Satyajit Perera, Google Maps.
Accessed: March, 2019)

Image 188: Entrance to YMCA Auditorium
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5. Ishan’s Free School and Boarding – 9, College Row
8/1 Mirzaffar Lane was marked as Ishan’s Free School in the 1915 Street Directory while the 1935 Street
Directory mentioned the same address as a Mess. The building is currently a family residence.

Image 190: Plaque outside entrance to the house

6. 1, Nabin Chandra Pal Lane
The boarding house was functional for about thirty years between 1950-1980 before being converted
to a residence. The former owner was Mr. Gyanendranath Pal and the current residence is owned by
Mr. Pareshnath Ray. The rent would amount to INR 80/- per month including meals. Some of the
eminent personalities who were boarders here include author Shirshendu Mukhopadhyay and poet
Jotileshwar Mukhopadhyay.

Image 192: Entrance to boarding house

Image 191: Shirshendu Mukhopadhyay's room

7. 68, Surya Sen Street
The plot at 68/1 Surya Sen Street was marked as a Mess in the 1915 Street directory. The current
building is now owned by Satsang since 2002, and the current owners confirmed that the building
previously used to house a Mess.
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8. 22/2 Jhamapukur Lane
The 1915 Street directory mentioned 22/2 Jhamapukur Lane as a Mess while the 1935 Street Directory
mentioned it as S C Chunder’s Charitable Boarding House. It is now resided in by a family.

Image 193: 22/2 Jhamapukur Lane, now a
residence

9. 93/1M Baithakkhana Road
The building functioned as a Mess till about 22-23 years ago. A part of the building is now resided in by
a family while the remaining portion has been taken over by a company dealing with cardboard boxes
and cartons called Cardoprint Supply Pvt. Ltd.

Image 195: 93/1 M Baithakkhana Road, now converted to residence and
commercial shop
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Image 194: 93/1 M Baithakkhana Road, now converted
to residence and commercial shop

10. 27 Sanjoy Gosh Lane (Badur Bagan Lane)
The boarding house at 27 Sanjoy Gosh Lane (also referred to as Badur Bagan Lane), owned by Baranashi
Palit, stopped functioning in 2014. It has 30 rooms and used to run under tenancy. However, it has now
been purchased by developers, who have acquired a court order to demolish and redevelop the
building. It is alleged that Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay stayed here and his experiences inspired him
to write one of his most acclaimed novels’ – Choritrohin. As the novel was published in 1917, we can
infer that his stay was before this time period and hence the building can be classified as more than a
century old.

Image 196: Gaslight holder outside main
entrance

Image 197: Notice of demolition

Image 198: View of courtyard
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11. Rao’s Udipi – 25 Jatin Das Road, Lake Market
The building started functioning as a Mess in 1969, catering mostly to South Indians coming to Calcutta
for work. The owners had their residence in the same structure, located towards the rear end of the
plot. The Mess comprised of a series of halls for communal living with common bathrooms. Mess
facilities along with a communal dining space was provided to the boarders. Till the 1980’s, the cooks
would come from the South, however, this was not very feasible and the owners started training and
employing Oriya cooks who continue to work here till today. The Mess stopped functioning in 1995 as
the number of travellers from the South had drastically reduced in number and the owners had also
been expanding their residence which took over majority of the boarding house. The structure
currently functions as a South Indian restaurant with the dining space and kitchen remaining intact
from the original plan. While most of the halls which were previously used to house the boarders have
been converted into the owner’s residence, one of the halls acts as an extension to the restaurant.
(Source: Mr. Ashok)

Image 200: Front view of Rao's Udipi

Image 199: Mess converted to restaurant
space

Image 202: Boarder's hall converted to living room for residence

Image 201: Hall converted to dining space
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12. Sukhada – 98, Rash Behari Avenue
This building allegedly used to function as a Bengali Mess. Many film technicians would be brought in
from the South to shoot for Bengali movies, and they would also be put up here. The current building
has a sign-board that states it is a café and hotel while locals in the area allege that it still functions as
a messbari. As the building could not be accessed and the owner’s refused to comment, the claims
could not be verified.

Image 203: Front view of Sukhada

13. Doctor’s mess – Dixon Lane
Plot numbers 24-24/2, Dixon Lane, was mentioned as a Medical Mess in the 1935 Street Directory.
During our street survey we identified a Doctors’ Quarters at 25, Dixon Lane and are of the impression
that it is the same Medical Mess, now converted, given the appearance of the building and based on
accounts of people from the neighbourhood.

Image 204: Doctors' Quarters at Dixon Lane
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14. 1/1 C, Debendra Ghosh Road, Bhowanipore
This particular plot was divided into three – 1/1A, 1/1B and 1/1C, and the rear-most plot used to
function as a messbari. However, it is not known when it stopped functioning.

Image 205: Property at 1/1A-1/1C Debendra Ghosh Road

15. 2, Debendra Ghosh Road, Bhowanipore
The building at the junction of Debendra Ghosh Road and Ashutosh Mukherjee Road that houses the
famous Girish Dey sweet shop, used to function as a messbari till about 10 years ago.

Image 206: Property at 2 Debendra Ghosh Road
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16. Messbaris on Ramkrishna Das Lane
Based on oral history, we were directed to plot numbers 11/5/1A – 11/5/1B, Ramkrishna Das Lane,
right behind 27, Sanjoy Gosh Lane (Sarat Chandra’s Mess), where a group of three buildings were
allegedly erstwhile Messes run by the younger brothers of Baranashi Palit. It is not known if the building
was one big edifice, that was later divided into three different structures, or if that is how it was
originally built.

Image 207: Messbaris on Ramkrishna Das Lane

17. Fairlawn Hotel
13A, Hartford Lane (now Sudder Street), was mentioned as Fairlawn – Mrs. Barrett’s Boarding House
in the 1935 Street Directory. The building still stands at the same address and runs by almost the same
name – The Elgin Fairlawn. A building dating back to 1783, it was running as a hotel for the last century
or so by a family of mixed (Armenian and British) descent. The property has since been bought by the
Oberoi Group in 2018, and converted to a heritage boutique hotel.
(Source: Jayanta Mallick, The Hindu. February, 2018)

Image 208: Fairlawn Hotel (Source: TripAdvisor)
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18. Bow Barracks
Bow Barracks was initially built as a Garrison’s Mess in the early 1900’s for the British troops in Calcutta.
The buildings comprised of one, two and three-bedroom flats which were to be allotted to each officer
based on his rank. However, the troops refused this accommodation and much preferred their quarters
to be in Fort William itself. The flats were then offered to the Anglo-Indian community who have been
residing here since.
(Source: Moumita Chaudhuri, The Telegraph. December, 2017)

Image 209: View of Bow Barracks

19. Sei Vui Restaurant – 17, Blackburn Lane
The building that houses the Sei Vui restaurant and the Voiling Club on Blackburn Lane in China Town,
was earlier a boarding house for men from the Chinese community. The building was in existence since
1896 and it was bought by the Voiling Club in 1908 and converted to a dorm for Chinese travellers (only
bachelors), who had no place else to stay. It was open only to the Cantonese from the Voiling district
of China and provided only lodging and no meals. Majority of the boarders were either carpenters,
cooks or worked in the ship-building industry. The boarders had a huge advantage whereby they did
not have to pay a rent and only payed a donation to the temple. They were also not obliged to leave
the boarding house and could stay until old-age, as many of them did. When the last of the boarders
died around 1988, the place was left vacant for a period of almost 30 years before the decision was
taken by a few remaining members of the community to convert it into a Chinese restaurant, thereby
generating funds for the upkeep of the building.
(Source: Mr. James Lee)
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Image 210: View of Sei Vui Restaurant (Source: Amitav,
www.likealocalguide.com)

Image 211: Interior view of restaurant

20. Metcalfe Hall
Before the present Neo-Classical structure of Metcalfe Hall came up, the same address housed a
Sailors’ Home until 1839, which was later shifted to Strand Road. The building could accommodate over
200 sailors. At the time, the Colonial Government was plagued by a dire crisis - these sailors were more
often than not found on the wrong side of the law and regularly committed grave crimes like dacoity.
To check this tendency, regular religious classes would be conducted at the Home.
(Source: Isti Bhattacharya)

Image 212: Metcalfe Hall (Source: Wikimedia)
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21. Writers’ Building
The construction of Writers’ Building started from 1777 and started functioning as an office space for
writers on the colonial payroll under Thomas Lyons. The building also housed 19 residential quarters
to house these writers. Post this period, the Fort William College, established in 1800, shifted to the
premises and a hostel was set up to accommodate 32 students. The building also boasted of 4 libraries,
teaching rooms and a verandah that stretched across 168 feet. The Fort William College functioned
from this building for thirty years before being converted into the Secretariat in 1875.
(Source: Isti Bhattacharya)

Image 213: Writers' Building (Source: Culture Trip)

22. White American Soldiers’ Mess – Burra Mess
As a part of the Allied war efforts during the Second World War, the military troops of USA were
stationed in colonial Calcutta for a few years. The segregated US Army of yore was housed in two
separate accommodations; both buildings donated by the American Red Cross. The Mess for white
American soldiers was called Burra Mess and was located beside the Anglo-Swiss watch Company (6,
B.B.D. Bagh) on Dalhousie Square. In comparison to the Black Soldiers’ Mess, this was more spacious
and had added perks like a larger bar. (Source: Dr Tathagata Neogi)

Image 215: Burra Mess in the 20th century (Clyde Waddell,
Wikimedia)

Image 214: Wide-angle shot of Dalhousie Square in the 20th
century (Clyde Waddell, Wikimedia)
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23. African-American Soldiers’ Mess – Cosmos Mess
The Cosmos Mess, accommodating the African-American soldiers, was situtated right beside where the
Currency Building currently stands on the South-East corner of B.B.D. Bagh in Dalhousie Square.
(Source: Dr Tathagata Neogi)
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APPENDIX B
This section focuses on identifying boarding houses that have been demolished, including those that
have been replaced with new build.

1. Mess at 64, Baithakkhana Road
The property was initially a messbari. It has since been demolished and a part of the building along
the main road is now being used as a godown.

Image 216: Demolished messbari at 64 Baithakkhana Road

2. Mess at 48A MG Road
The Mess at 48A, MG Road was home to an MLA of Congress, Asit Mitra. The Mess stopped functioning
in the 1980’s and the building was subsequently demolished. The new structure currently houses the
office of the Marriage Registrar.
3. Shabari Ladies Hostel – Beside Purabi Cinema (also demolished), at the junction of MG Road and
Surya Sen Street
The Shabari Mess was started around 1970 as a ladies’ Mess and named after the mythological
“Shabari”. The owner was one Mrs. Beauty Bose who would also manage the Mess. It housed 8-9 rooms
and had 40-42 female students and a few working women residing there. Meals were provided to
boarders by an Oriya cook and the rent including Mess facilities amounted to INR 200-280 per month
initially, after increasing to INR 1000/- during the latter half. The boarders hailed from Agartala, Tripura,
Kharagpur, Midnapore, Jalpaiguri, Bankura, Shantipur and Bangladesh and would usually seek
residence at the boarding house if they were unable to secure a place in their respective hostels. The
Mess stopped functioning about 10-12 years ago as Mrs. Bose was unable to adequately manage the
establishment owing to old-age. It has since been sold off and demolished.
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4. The Grand Hotel
Established as a private accommodation for Colonel Grand, the site at 13 Chowringhee Street was
established in the early nineteenth century. The property was later expanded by an ambitious
Irishwoman, Mrs. Annie Monk, to include plot numbers 14, 15, and 17 while plot number 16 was
occupied by Theater Royal. She converted the large plot into a boarding house for Europeans, much
like many of her other establishments in and around the area; so much so that she came to be known
as the “Boarding House Lady” in the erstwhile Thacker’s Guide to Calcutta. It was only following a fire
mishap in 1911 that the entirety of the property was purchased by the owner of Theater Royal,
an Armenian - Arathoon Stephen, who then built what stands today as the Grand Hotel.
(Source: Wikipedia, The Urge To Wander – Wordpress, Descendants of James Reynolds –
www.californialittles.com)

Image 217: The Grand Hotel in the early 1900's (Source: Wikimedia)
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